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Safemeds Rx Product G00011
Rev.2-14 LBL146.This HD Barcode
provides the following information
to confirm this product’s authenticity.
1. It is a private code that only
authorized readers can read. The
code generator and code reader are
separate, so the ability to read does
not allow the person to change the
code. The code can be encrypted
utilizing public/private key
methodology. It can be timed-
stamped for reading devices. It can
be read with a Smartphone, PC, or
Reader. Covert features can be 
changed on the label, incorporated
into the HD Barcode, making it more
difficult for counterfeiters to copy.

BARCODETM

THE CLOUD IS IN OUR



Why HD Barcode? 
It is a proprietary code that only authorized personnel 
can read. If the code and product are copied the
authorized person reading the code will be able to identify 
the missing covert markers on the package or product. 
These features can be covert or overt in nature. The code 
generator and code reader are separate, so the ability to 
read does not allow the person to change the code. The 
code can be encrypted with a public/private key. It can be 
timed-stamped for reading devices. It can be read with a     
Smartphone, PC, or Reader. Information and codes allow 
for movement of covert data on the label, and make it 
more difficult for counterfeiters to copy.

1 to 4 anti-counterfeiting features can be incorporated in 
the barcode itself, (optional app) to indicate if the code 
has been copied.
Invisible to the eye, Micro Dots indicate area of           
distribution.
MicroPrint in graphics containing number 1234.
Three micro dots are printed inside of the letter “R” in Rx.
The word" authentic" is printed in UV on the lower right 
corner.
Link to the manufacturer's website so that when scanned, 
indicates what area this product was intended to be 
distributed to.
Serial number or DataMatrix code information are in the 
code.
Carton and Insert can provide additional information

Embed Covert CodesVerify Distribution Channel MicroPrint

Use the HD Barcode for Brand Protection, Anti-Counterfeiting, Track & Trace and
Marketing Incentives.  Automatically authenticate a product or part by placing secure 

information in the form of images, text or HTML files into the code. 
No Internet required to scan and read information!

Embed up to 175 times more data than QR or Data Matrix codes!  

Multiple Solutions

TMHD Barcode 

3 Micro Dots are printed inside of the
letter “R” in Rx. Place instructions within
the HD Barcode pertaining to location
of these covert codes.

Print UV or IR code over copy
or barcode for additional covert
authentication. 

GNP A002347000052

Embed unique product codes, serial
numbers, or label features.

Invisible to the eye, Micro Dots
indicate area of product distribution.
For example, Right Micro Dot
indicates: Asia. 

Embed MicroPrint into graphic.

Embed Text or HTML Files
into HD Barcode and Link
to Company Website.

www.hdbarcode.com

Embed Serial or Code Numbers Link to Website UV/IR Image Verification 

1234

Incorporate Unlimited Capabilites to Authenticate a Product
without the Internet on a Label, Carton, and Insert!



Embed Image

Hologram Image

Place a Product Image or
Unique Package Feature
within the HD Barcode. 

32547

Match Image of Hologram to
Image Embedded in HD Barcode
for Instant Authentication.

Match GS1 Barcode to
Serial Number Embedded
Inside HD Barcode.

GS1 Barcode

Embed 4 Levels of Authentication
Methods to Detect if a Code is the
Original or a Copy.

Scan To Read 
GS1-HD Barcode Match 

Scan HD Barcode
to Read Entire
Directions for Use.
Can Be Heard by
Voice Read-Out.

4 Anti-Counterfeiting Levels



334 Fourth Avenue • Indialantic, Florida 32903 US
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Web: www.hdbarcode.com

Ideal for providing a voice output via a Smartphone or PC for foods, drugs,
 or directions for use for the visually impaired or those unable to

 read the information without requiring the Internet.

HD Barcode for Marketing

HD Barcode™ Patent No. US 20110240749 A1 

HD Barcode with QR Code:
 Marketing and Security in One Code!

Reading Devices:
QR Codes can be read with most
Smartphones while the HD Barcode
requires a  proprietary application to
be used only by the customer.

Custom stand-alone
readers can be provided
for both codes.

Custom PC based program for
captured images or electronic files.

Public QR Code to link and private HD Barcode for Security

QR Codes can be designed with manufacture’s logos and read by most Smartphones.
 The code can contain information and link the consumer to a website. Codes can also include

 an encrypted private HD Barcode in different formats and also provide information for
 anti-counterfeting and covert data to authenticate the product.

Logo HD Barcode Dot Pattern


